An approach of cooperating the BDS, GPS, GLONASS and strong-motion (SM) records for real-time deformation monitoring was presented, which was validated by the experimental data. In this approach, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data were processed with the real-time kinematic positioning technology to retrieve the GNSS displacement, and the SM data were calibrated to acquire the raw acceleration; a Kalman filter was then applied to combine the GNSS displacement and the SM acceleration to obtain the integrated displacement, velocity and acceleration. The validation results show that the advantages of each sensor are completely complementary. For the SM, the baseline shifts are estimated and corrected, and the highprecision velocity and displacement are recovered. While the noise of GNSS can be reduced by using the SM-derived high-resolution acceleration, thus the high-precision and broadband deformation information can be obtained in real time. The proposed method indicates a promising potential and capability in deformation monitoring of the high-building, dam, bridge and landslide.
integration, which mainly applies high-precision GPS displacement to correct the baseline shifts and to recover the deformation information. Emore et al. (2007) presented combining GPS and seismic data to retrieve optimal near-source displacements. The high-precision GPS displacement was used to constrain the long-period instability during integration of accelerometer records and correct for any unpredictable offsets presented in GPS that may be approximated as step functions. Bock et al. (2011) proposed a methodology to optimally estimate the displacement in near real time from a combination of the GPS relative positioning displacements and raw accelerometer acceleration records by a Kalman filter. It may avoid problematic baseline shifts to some extent. However, the baseline shifts are still not easy to be constrained, as they cannot be completely absorbed by the dynamic noises of the filter, resulting in the recovered results of a large offset. In Wang et al. (2013) , a trigonometric function polynomial was formed to express the baseline shifts, and a least-squares solution was used to determine the baseline shifts by making the corrected displacements optimally consistent with the high-rate GPS displacement. With their approach, the high-precision velocity and displacement can be retrieved to some extent, but the assumptions of the trigonometric function polynomial are affected by subjective factors due to the complicated baseline shifts, and this method cannot be operated in real time. Tu et al. (2013) presented a cost-effective approach to retrieve high-precision and broad-band ground motion waves by joint use of a single-frequency GPS and an MEMS accelerometer, which was validated by analysis of an experimental data set.
The second one is tight integration: the raw GPS and acceleration observations are directly combined to obtain high-precision deformation information. In Geng et al. (2013a) , the baseline shifts are modeled as random walk processes to be estimated together with displacement. The results showed that GPS networks upgraded with SM accelerometers could provide new information for improved understanding of the earthquake rupture process. Li et al. (2013a) made use of accelerometers data after applying empirical baseline shifts correction, in order to strengthen GPS solutions for better integer ambiguity-fixing and consequently better accuracy. And Tu et al. (2014) also proposed another approach, where the baseline error estimated from a previous epoch was introduced in real time into the state equations at the current epoch. In this approach, the station position related state parameters could be successfully constrained and the baseline errors could be estimated. In addition, Chen et al. (2015) proposed the integration of GNSS and Inertial Navigation System (INS) for measuring the irregularity of the railway track.
Up to now, the integration is usually operated by a single GNSS and an SM sensor, the reliability and continuous may not be well guaranteed under some conditions such as during the loss of GNSS data or when a fewer satellites are tracked. In addition, the joint use of multiconstellation and multifrequency observations has become the trend of GNSS development, providing more reliable results (Li et al. 2015a,b) . Thus, the combination of BeiDou System (BDS), GPS, GLONASS and SM data are of great interest and need further investigation.
Based on these backgrounds mentioned previously, this study presents an integration method of cooperating the BDS, GPS, GLONASS and SM observations for real-time deformation monitoring. First, the integration approach is introduced, and then the experimental data are used for the validation and analysis; finally, some conclusions and discussions are provided.
M E T H O D O L O G I E S

Real-time retrieval of high-precision GNSS displacement by RTK
For the RTK solution, we used the double-differenced (DD) model (Yanase et al. 2010) . The linearized DD pseudo-range and carrier phase observation equations for the BDS, GPS and GLONASS are expressed as following:
where P, are the pseudo-range and carrier phase observables, respectively, the subscripts b and r represent the base and user receivers, respectively and the superscripts k and j represent the pair of satellites with k being the reference one. Subscripts G, R and C denote the GPS, GLONASS and BDS system, respectively. (·) j br and (·) k br express the single difference between stations, (·) k j br is the DD between stations and satellites. The symbols l, m and n are the unit vectors along the line of sight from receiver to satellite. The baseline components X, Y , and Z are to be solved, Amb is the integer ambiguity of the carrier phase and I and T are the ionospheric delay and tropospheric delay, respectively. ε is the measurement noise, its standard deviation is δ, and ρ is the geometric distance from satellite to receiver. The weight matrix is written as eq. (2), it is determined by the observation noise. The phase noise is 0.002 m, and the noise ratio between pseudo-range and the phase is setup as 100, the weight among different systems is treated as equal weight.
For the RTK solution, where the distance between the reference and rover stations is very short (a few kilometres), the DD ionospheric and tropospheric residuals can be ignored. The estimated parameters are the baseline components and the ambiguities. For the parameters estimation, the baseline components is estimated at each epoch, and the DD phase ambiguity is estimated as a constant for each continuous period which should be reinitialization when a cycle slip is occurred. Generally, the float ambiguities need a short time to complete the initialization, so we use the lambda approach for the ambiguities resolution to speed up the solution convergence.
Real-time retrieval of high-resolution acceleration by instrument calibration
SM sensor is a type of acceleration survey equipment. The accelerometer can measure precisely up to a few millimetres and has a general sampling rate at 80-200 Hz. Usually, for the digital storage and record reasons, the outputs of the SM is integer counts instead of the acceleration. Thus, in order to transfer the integer counts into raw acceleration, all the SM sensors need to carry out the instrument calibration (Fleming et al. 2009 ).
The instrument calibration can be performed following the description illustrated in Fig. 1 . Taking the vertical component as an example, first, take the instrument in the horizontal position and keep the vertical component upwards, record the data for several minutes, then reversal 180 • to keep the vertical component down, and record the data for another several minutes. The counts difference between the two times is twice of the acceleration, thus the instrument calibration parameter in the vertical component can be recovered, as shown in eq. (3). Similar method can be applied for the other two components to be calibrated a = counts/2.
(3)
Real-time integration estimation by the cooperation of GNSS and SM records
For the integration estimation of the cooperated GNSS and SM records, a Kalman filter model can be used. The inputs are the GNSS displacements and the SM acceleration, and the outputs are the combined displacements, velocity, acceleration and SM's baseline shifts.
As the baseline shifts can happen at any time and vary temporarily, especially during the motion period when the variation of the station state is rather swift, defining the optimal dynamic state noises are of importance for the integration results. The dynamic state noises not only describe the state variations but also contain the biases induced by the baseline errors. As the biases are much difficult to be precisely determined, the filtered solution is usually affiliated with a large offset. To overcome these drawbacks, we improve the method by adding the baseline shifts as unknown parameters and estimate them as random-walk processes. The observation and state equations can be updated as following , 
where s and a are the GNSS displacement and accelerometer acceleration, respectively, d and v denote the combined displacement and velocity, respectively. t a and t d describe the sampling intervals of the accelerometer and GNSS, respectively, k is the epoch number. R S and Q S represent the observation noises and dynamic state noises. q is the acceleration variance and r is the GNSS measurement noise variance. u is the baseline shift. Attributing to these improvements, the baseline shifts problems are solved and the corrected high-resolution acceleration can also provide accurate state information for the integration solution. With eqs (4)-(6), the combined solution can be easily obtained by means of a Kalman filter (Bock et al. 2011 ).
The realization process
The realization of cooperating the BDS, GPS, GLONASS and SM observations for real-time deformation monitoring can be summarized in Fig. 2 . First, collocate the BDS, GPS and GLONASS raw observations and perform the RTK solution to get the GNSS displacement; simultaneously, the SM's raw counts are transferred into raw acceleration. To be noted, the instrument calibration should be carried out before the installing.
Second, the GNSS displacements and the SM acceleration are integrated to obtain the combined displacement, velocity, acceleration and baseline shift, in order to be applied for the real-time deformation monitoring. Fig. 3 shows the platform that we used in the experiment carried out in 2016 August in Xi'An, China. The platform, which can slide along a table, includes a dynamic GNSS antenna that can track the BDS, GPS and GLONASS signals (Type: UR380, Antenna: HX-GG486A), and a low-cost MEMS-type accelerometer (Fleming et al. 2009 ). The sampling rate is 1 Hz for the GNSS and 100 Hz for the accelerometer. The maximum sliding distance of the platform is restricted to about 0.5 m. All the data are processed in a simulated real-time mode. We simulated eight experiments by moving the platform from one side to the other. The reference displacements are recorded by the vernier caliper which is 1412 R. Tu et al. fixed on the table. For each experiment, we kept the rig static at the start point for about several minutes at first; second, we slid the combined instruments from the start point to the endpoint over about one or two minutes; third, the rig was kept static at the endpoint for about several minutes, before starting the next experiment. To sum up, we carried out eight experiments in the horizontal component, three times in the south-north direction, three times in the east-west direction and two times in the direction from west-south to east-north. Fig. 4 shows the satellite geometry and the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) values. During the experiment, the averaged number of satellites in view is 6, 10 and 5 for BDS, GPS and GLONASS, respectively. In terms of the GDOP, GPS shows smaller value than BDS and GLONASS. Besides, GLONASS displays the largest GDOP values, which indicates that the precision derived from GLONASS is the worst. Fig. 5 shows the raw GNSS displacement and SM acceleration. It can be found that the precision of GLONASS system is the worst as the observed satellites is less, especially in the vertical component. The BDS and GPS system nearly show the same accuracy. And for the raw acceleration, it reveals some baseline shift errors as the acceleration is not zero at the end of the experiment, which will be discussed further in the following section. Fig. 6 shows the results of the first experiment. Although the velocity and acceleration obtained from the GNSS-only solution are very noisy, the displacement reflects the reality with an uncertainty of a few millimetres. In comparison, the SM-based acceleration has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio, but the baseline shift corrected velocity and displacement show a larger offset than those of GNSS. Here, the baseline shift correction is derived using the empirical approach proposed by Wang et al. (2013) . While for the combination of GNSS and SM measurements, not only are the velocity and displacement recovered, but also the displacement reveal much smaller noise.
VA L I DAT I O N A N D A N A LY S I S
Experiment introduction
Results analysis
In addition, Fig. 7 shows the power spectral densities of the displacements by different observations. It can be clearly seen that the combined system complements the advantages of the two techniques.
In Fig. 8 , the results of cooperating the BDS, GPS and GLONASS data for all the eight experiments are illustrated. As expected, when the baseline shifts of the accelerations are corrected by the combined system, the high-resolution acceleration can help to constrain the combination solution. Thus, the high-precision and broad-band deformation information (displacement, velocity and acceleration) in real time are recovered. Table 1 summarizes the root mean square (rms) deviations between the recovered values and reference displacements. One can note that the rms is generally less than 5 mm. As for the combination of the BDS, GPS, GLONASS and SM measurements, the key issue is the precise processing of the SM's baseline shift error. For the empirical methods, the baseline shift correction of the acceleration is divided into three parts, the pre-event, the transient part and the post-event according to the characteristics of the acceleration. Meanwhile, the integrated velocity is corrected with a continuous double broken line (Wang et al. 2011) . This means that the baseline shifts of the acceleration are treated as a constant in the motion period. As shown in Fig. 9 , the baseline shift is changing, as the tilting and/or rotation of the instrument is not a simple event when the ground is shaking during the whole motion period. Due to the variation of the baseline shifts all the time, these empirical methods are not objective and have large uncertainties. In this study, the baseline shifts of the acceleration are estimated and corrected as continuous unknown parameters. It is less subjective and more accurate to describe the baseline shifts, so the optimal displacement, velocity and acceleration information can be retrieved from the combined system. Moreover, the baseline shift error is not only the product of translation and rotation of ground, but also the information of ground tilting during the motion period. By combining the collocated GNSS and SM records, we can both estimate the baseline shift, and recover the coseismic point ground tilting (Geng et al. 2013b ). Fig. 10 shows the correlation between the baseline shift error and ground tilting. As shown in the experiment results, there is a strong linear correlation between the baseline shift error and ground tilting, representing by the red linear fitting curve in Fig. 10 . The coefficients and accuracy of the linear equation are also displayed. One can see that the intercept of curve on the vertical axis is very small, nearly equal to zero. Thus, a strong direct proportional relationship exists between the baseline shift error, so does the ground tilting, that is, baseline shift error (y) = proportion coefficient (b) * tilting angle (x) + a. Meanwhile, according to the proportion coefficient 'b', a proportion coefficient of about 10 can be found, which can be regarded as the gravitational acceleration constants. Therefore, one can conclude that the baseline shift error is mainly the projection of gravitational acceleration on the tilting angle component, and the baseline shift error caused by environmental noises is far less than those induced by the ground tilting and rotation.
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
In this study, we proposed an approach of cooperating the BDS, GPS, GLONASS and SM records for real-time deformation monitoring, which was validated by the experimental data. In this approach, the GNSS data were processed with the RTK technology to retrieve the GNSS displacement, while the SM data was calibrated to get the raw acceleration; a Kalman filter was used to combine the GNSS displacement and the SM acceleration to obtain the integrated displacement, velocity and acceleration. The validation results show that the advantages of each sensor are completely complementary: for the SM, the baseline shifts are estimated and corrected, and the high-precision velocity and displacement are recovered; and for the GNSS, the noise are reduced by using the SM's high-resolution acceleration, thus the high-precision and broad-band deformation information can be obtained in real time. The relationships between the baseline shift and the ground tilting are also analysed. Their directly strong proportional relationships infer that estimating the baseline shift error as an unknown parameter is more objective than applying the empirical correction approach.
Nowadays, the deformation monitoring is commonly carried out in our daily life, such as the high building, dam, bridge, landslide and others. Up to now, using only one kind of sensors shows its limitation, and the cooperation of different sensors can complement the advantages of each other and provide more robust information. In this study, we investigated a data solution approach to combine the BDS, GPS, GLONASS and SM records, which is operated on the microcomputer by utilizing two separate instruments. The development of an integrated hardware and software system is of more interest and will be studied in the future work.
Furthermore, the approach needs to be tested in the demonstration project to better improve the reliability and continuity, especially for those conditions where the deformation area is relatively large and/or the observation environment is of poor conditions. In addition, for the earthquake monitoring, the movements may spread up to hundreds and/or thousands kilometres, where the RTK technology cannot be performed. Thus in future, the PPP technique may become another more competitive tool than the RTK in terms of the integration of GNSS and SM.
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